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Handy Features Coming Soon 
to Windows 11

Sometime in the next few months, Windows 11 will
receive its first ‘feature update’. As you’ll remember if
you’ve used Windows 10, a feature update is effectively a
new version of Windows bringing a set of changes and
improvements along with a bundle of new features.

As always, Microsoft has been testing these new features
on its intrepid group of ‘Insiders’ (users who are willing to
try an unfinished version of Windows and report back on
their experiences), so we know a little about what’s
coming. Of course, Microsoft has been known to change
its mind at the last minute and cancel or delay changes,
but here are three useful new features we’re expecting to
see in this feature update:

Folders on the Start menu. When you open the Start
menu, the ‘Pinned’ section gives you quick access to the
apps you use most – or at least that’s what it does if you
take a little time to ‘pin’ your favourite apps there and
remove any icons you don’t use. This new feature allows
you to create folders in this section, collecting several
icons together as one. As an example, perhaps you have
Microsoft Office installed and you have icons for Word,
Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook in this ‘Pinned’ section.
You could gather these together in a single folder. Just
drag one of those icons and drop it onto another (the
Word icon onto the Excel icon, say) and they’ll both
disappear to be replaced by a single folder icon. Drag the
PowerPoint and Outlook icons onto this new folder icon
and you’re done. When you click the folder to open it,
you’ll see the four apps you’ve placed there. (The new
folder is given the anonymous name ‘Folder’, but when
you click it to open it, you can click the words ‘Edit Name’
and type something more recognisable, such as ‘Office’.)
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Pinned files in File Explorer. When you press Win+E to
open File Explorer, or click its icon on your taskbar, you
arrive at its Quick Access page which shows your personal
folders and recently-used files. Now it’s gaining an extra
section named ‘Pinned files’. According to Microsoft, this
will do for files what Favourites do for web pages in
Microsoft Edge. In other words, you pin your most-used
files here and you’ll have one-click access to them
whenever you open File Explorer. To pin a file here, just
locate that file on your system, right-click it and choose
Pin to Quick Access.

Tabs in File Explorer. For years this has been one of the
most-requested features for Windows, and finally
Microsoft seems to be acting on it. Just as tabs in a web
browser allow you to have multiple web pages open at
once, tabs in File Explorer will let you have numerous
folders open at once.

Word: Stop the Squiggly Underlines

If you’re a Microsoft Word user, you’ll be familiar with the
coloured, squiggly underlines that appear under words
(or whole phrases) as you type. There are red underlines
to indicate possible spelling mistakes, green ones for
supposed grammatical errors, and you’ll see a blue
underline if you appear to have used the wrong word
(such as its/it’s or there/their/they’re).

Some of these can be jolly useful, especially the red and
blue ones, but they’re not everyone’s cup of tea. Perhaps
you’d prefer to make things simpler, getting rid of as
much superfluous fluff as you can? Maybe you’d just like
to type without distractions, reckoning to run a spell-
check when you’ve finished? If nothing else, you may be
keen to get rid of the green grammar-related squiggles
which – in my experience – suggest saying something very
different from what you meant!
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If so, you’ll be pleased to learn that all these squiggles are
optional. Click Word’s File tab at the left of the Ribbon,
choose Options and then click Proofing at the left of the
Options dialog. Below
the heading ‘When
correcting spelling and
grammar in Word’,
remove ticks from the
items you don’t want: 

• Check spelling as you type gives you the red
spelling-related underlines.

• Mark grammar errors as you type gives you the
green ones.

• Frequently confused words or Use contextual
spelling adds the blue squiggles.

You may see an extra option – Check grammar with
spelling. If you dislike Word’s grammar-checking as
much as I do, you may also like to switch that off so
that, when you run a spell-check as explained below,
it won’t get all sniffy about your grammar.

Click OK to confirm your changes. When you’ve finished
a document and want to check its spelling, jump to the
top of the first page (by pressing Ctrl+Home) and press
the F7 key. Or spellcheck just a single word, phrase or
paragraph by highlighting it and pressing F7.

Web Browsing: Don't Rely on
the Padlock

What padlock? When you’re browsing the World Wide
Web, this is a little symbol you see to the left of the
current web page’s address if that page is ‘secure’. You
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can see it pictured below in (from top to bottom)
Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.

At a secure page, all the information you send and receive
is encrypted to prevent eavesdroppers from reading it as it
passes over the Internet. That’s particularly important
when you’re sending private information such as payment
details at an online shop, your password when signing into
a website, and so on.

In the past, that padlock tended to imply something else
too: that you really were at a genuine website, rather than
a cloned site set up by fraudsters to try to steal your private
details. A website owner has to pay money and provide
some proof of identity to gain this padlock, and criminals
rarely bothered.

Nowadays, sadly, that’s not the case. The fraudsters are
increasingly paying for this security to give their fake
websites this authentic-looking padlock. Already, over
50% of fake websites sport a secure padlock.

The upshot is that you can no longer regard this padlock
as an indication that you really are at the genuine website
you thought you were visiting. Instead, before typing any
private information into a web page, do two things: first,
certainly check there’s a padlock; but second, check you
really are at the site you intended. Is the address definitely
spelt correctly? Did you arrive by clicking a link in a
(possibly-spoofed) email message? If you’re in any doubt,
leave, visit a good search engine and search for the
website by name to find a link to the site you can trust to
be genuine.
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